Declaration or Change of Minor, Certificate, and/or Nexus

First Name: _______________________________  Middle: ___________________  Last Name: ___________________

Class Year: ___________________  Email Address: ___________________________________  Date: _______________

What major(s), minor, certificate and/or Nexus programs, if any, are on your record currently – i.e. before the change you want to make today:  Major(s): ___________________  Minor/Certificate/Nexus: ___________________

Under the current College requirements, students are not required to declare a minor – just a major. They may, though, elect any number (or none) of the following: a second major, a minor (but not both a second major and a minor), a Five College certificate, or a Nexus. These should be declared in the student’s junior year no later than the end of the 8th week of classes of the 2nd semester.

What change do you want to make?

☐ Declare the minor/Five College certificate/Nexus program checked below
☐ Drop the minor/Five College certificate/Nexus program checked below
☐ Swap: add the minor/Five College certificate/Nexus program checked below and delete this one: ______________________

Minors:

☐ AFCNA * Africana Studies  ☐ GNDST * Gender Studies
☐ ANCST Ancient Studies  ☐ GEOG Geography
☐ ANTHR Anthropology  ☐ GEOL Geology
☐ ARABC Arabic  ☐ GRMST German Studies
☐ ARCH Architectural Studies  ☐ GREEK Greek
☐ ARTH Art History  ☐ HIST History
☐ ARTST Art Studio  ☐ ITAL Italian
☐ ASIAN Asian Studies  ☐ JPNS Japanese
☐ ASTR Astronomy  ☐ JWST Jewish Studies
☐ BIOL Biological Sciences  ☐ LATIN Latin
☐ CHEM Chemistry  ☐ LATAM Latin American Studies
☐ CHNS Chinese  ☐ LATST Latina/o Studies
☐ CLASS Classics  ☐ MATH Mathematics
☐ COMSC Computer Science  ☐ MUSIC * Music
☐ CST Critical Social Thought  ☐ PHIL Philosophy
☐ DANCE Dance  ☐ PHYS Physics
☐ ECON Economics  ☐ POLIT Politics
☐ EDUC * Education - Licensure  ☐ PSYCH Psychology
☐ Level ___________________________________________

Educational Studies: use its own declaration form on Registrar’s Forms webpage instead

☐ ENGL English  ☐ RELIG Religion
☐ EOS Entrepreneurship, Organizations & Society  ☐ ROMLG Romance Languages
☐ ENVST Environmental Studies  ☐ RES Russian & Eurasian Studies
☐ FLMST * Film Studies  ☐ RESC Russian Culture & Literature
☐ FREN French  ☐ RUSL Russian Language

Nexus Programs:

☐ NXDTA * Data Science  ☐ NXDEV * Development Studies
☐ NXEDP * Educational Policy/Practice  ☐ NXEGR * Engineering
☐ NXGBL * Global Business  ☐ NXJRN * Journalism, Media & Public Discourse
☐ NXLAR * Law, Public Policy & Human Rights  ☐ NXMAP * Museums, Archives, & Public History
☐ NXNPO * Nonprofit Organizations  

Five College Certificates:

☐ 5CAS African Studies  ☐ 5CREP Reproductive Health, Rights and Justice
☐ 5CAP Asian/Pacific/American Studies  ☐ 5CSUS Sustainability Studies
☐ 5CBMA Bio-Mathematical Sciences  ☐ 5CRES Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies
☐ 5CBD Buddhist Studies  ☐ 5CME Middle Eastern Studies
☐ 5CMS Coastal/Marine Sciences  ☐ 5CNAS Native American & Indigenous Studies
☐ 5CCN Cognitive Neuroscience  ☐ 5CSQSS Queer and Sexuality Studies
☐ 5CLG International Relations  ☐ 5CREP Reproductive Health, Rights and Justice
☐ 5CLA Latin Amer./Carribbean/Latino Studies  ☐ 5CSUS Sustainability Studies
☐ 5CIR Logic  ☐ 5SCME Middle Eastern Studies
☐ 5CMAS Native American & Indigenous Studies  ☐ 5SCLA Latin Amer./Carribbean/Latino Studies
☐ 5CETH Ethnomusicology  ☐ 5LOG Logic
☐ 5CSUS Sustainability Studies  ☐ 5SCME Middle Eastern Studies

No signature is required to drop a minor/Nexus/certificate.

To declare one, if the program is marked with an asterisk (*) above, you do need the signature of the department/program Chair (or for any Nexus, the track chair or the Director of Nexus).

If there’s no asterisk, no signature is required.  Chair signature, if asterisked above: ____________________________
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